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THE NON-VANISHING OF GROSS' p-ADIC REGULATOR GALOIS COHOMOLOGICALLY 
Leslie Jane FEDERER 

In this paper we give an expository discussion of Galois cohomological 
interpretations of the nonvanishing of Gross' p-adic regulator that may be 
helpful in proving this nondegeneracy or in understanding possible connections 
or parallels with Leopoldt's conjecture. When the underlying CM number field 
К is an abelian extension of Щ. , the nonvanishing has been demonstrated by 
Gross (3) using transcendental methods and our equivalences yield new 
interpretations of this deep result^' 

Fix a prime p and a CM number field K. Let Kt denote the maximal totally 
real subfield of K, Gal( K/K+) = {1, J }. If M is a Gal(K/K+)-module, let 
M""={m еМ|т̂ +̂  =1}. Let X denote the group of divisors of К above p 
(i.e. X={£y>/p a .̂ f> |a^cZ }). If L is any number field, let U(L) denote the 
group of p-units of L (U(L) = {aeLx| ord̂ a=0 \/ #>/р}), y(L) the group of roots of 
unity of L, and L the algebraic closure of L. A p-adic analog of the map of 
the Dirichlet S-unit theorem is given by 

X:U(K)~ + (Hp ® X" 
e + I logp (/Л/к /л e). f 

where the p-adic logarithm is normalized by Iwasawa's convention log p(p)=0. 
Taking tensor products over H , we have induced maps 

X̂  : (U<8U(K)- > £up®X" 
X5 : (3L® U(K)" -> CHp®X" 
Хф :dLp®U(K)- * OU®X" . 

P 
It is known (3) that X̂  and X̂  are always injections. Gross (3) has 
conjectured that X̂  is also an injection, p̂ 

To look at X̂  in a nicer arithmetic way, namely in terms of a P 
determinant (or "regulator"), we define the map 

1. The conjectures of Gross and of Leopoldt are also discussed in the article 
of J.-F. Jaulent "Sur les conjectures de Leopoldt et de Gross", in this 
volume. 
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<J> : U(K)" + X" 
e > I ord p ( /A/K /(j e). ^ 

Taking tensor products with @p (over 1L ) induces a map 
4>„ : (Ap«U(K)- + flp*X~. 

The map <̂  is an isomorphism (as can easily be shown by writing down an 
explicit inverse <j> using the finiteness of the class number of K (2)). 
Gross1 p-adic regulator is defined to be 

RK = det (X^ o (J, -1 | fflpGX-). 

It is the determinant of an r x r matrix where 
r=r(K,p) = the number of primes of K** which divide p and split in K. 

Gross1 conjecture that \~ is an injection is equivalent with the inequality 
R-K̂O. This nonvanishing has been proved by transcendental methods if K/(ft is 
abelian (3) and it is also known to hold if r<l (2). We remark that if L is 
any number field, not necessarily CM, Gross (3) has associated with it a 
p-adic regulator R̂ . - The definition is more complicated but Rj^O for all 
number fields L if and only if R̂ O for all CM number fields K. Let 
x:Gal(K/K+) {±1} denote the odd character corresponding to K/K* and u the 
Teichmiiller character. The determinant R̂  is conjecturally related to the 
coefficient of sr in the Taylor expansion of the p-adic L-function Lp(x ,̂s) 
around s=0 (2). In particular, this coefficient is conjectured to be 
non-zero if and only if R^O. 

The conjectured connection of R̂  with p-adic L-functions and the Main 
Conjecture of Iwasawa theory combine to suggest that the nonvanishing of R̂  
can be studied algebrically using Iwasawa theory. This was first done by 
Federer and Gross in (2) and following the introduction of some notation, we 
begin our algebraic study with one of their results. Let Kn denote the n-th 
layer of the basic~2Lp-extension Koo of K, Gn = Gal(Kn/K)*VpnTL , V = Gal(Koo/K), 
and rn = Gal( Koo/Kn). Write /A/n for the norm map from Kn to K. 
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Proposition 1; (2, (4.7)): 
RK*0 if and only if the index (U(K)"f\ /A/n(Kn): y( K)(U( K)~)Pn ) is  
bounded as n -» °° . / / 

For n sufficiently large, say for n>N, U(Kn)~/y(Kn) does not depend on n 
and hence the boundedness condition of Proposition 1 is equivalent to 
(U(K)"C\ Wn(Knx): /A/n(U(Kn)")) being bounded as n+°°. We therefore have 

Proposition 2: in 
RK*0 if and only if //( Ker(U( K)~/ /A/n(U( Kn)") -*» Kx/ /A/N( Knx) ) is bounded as n + « 
(where the map in is the natural map induced by inclusion).// 

If A is a r-module and m>n>0, define 

7T(n,m,A) : Ar//A/^A^) + kvllh/m{k™) 

a mod /A/n (A n) + aP mod A/m(A m). 

In particular we have 7r(N,m,U( Koo)" ) : U( K)~//A/n(U( Kn)~) -* U( K)~///Vm(U( 1̂ )"") and 
TT(n,m,KooX):Kx//A/n(Knx) + KX//A/M( Kmx). Observe that 
7r(n,m,KooX) oin = im o ïï(n,m,U( Kco)~) and hence we may take a direct limit of 
the ker (in) with respect to the TT( n,m,U( Koo)~). Moreover, since 
U(K)~ = y(Kn)U(KN)~ for n>N, Proposition 2 yields 

Proposition 3: 
RjC*0 if and only if ker(lim in) = lim (ker in) is finite.// 

Next note that the Dirichlet S-unit theoren and the equalities 
U(Kn)" = y(Kn)U(KN)~ (N>N) AND {±l}/A/N (u(Kn)) = y(K) ALLOW US TO COMPUTE 
the structure of lim U( K)~"/A/n(U( Kn)~ ). More precisely we have 

7r(n,mT3(Koo)") 

Proposition 4: 
lim U(K)-//A/n(U(Kn)~) = (AP/2P)R. Hence (by Proposition 3), 

ir(n,m,U(Koo)") 
RK*0 if and only if Im (lim in) * ( Qp/ Lp)r.// 

Taking direct limits with respect to maps ir(n,m,A) and the condition of 
Proposition 4 are made more natural by introducing the language of Galois 
cohomology. To do this we use the following lemma.: 

Lemma: 
If A is a r-module and m>n>0, then there is a commutative diagram 
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Ar//Vn(AFn) 
7r(n,m,A) r//Vn(AF 

H2(Gn,A n) 
inflation 

H2(Gm,A m) 
where the lefthand map is cup product by a generator an of_ H2(Gn,"2L ), the 
righthand map is cup product by a generator am of H2(Gm, 1L ), and the 
inflation of an in H2 (Gm,"£) is equal to o^*'". Hence lim Ar//Wn(kCn) r Tr(n,m,A) 
- lim H2(Gn,A n) - H2(T,A). Moreover, if <(>:A B is a homomorphism of inflation 
r-modules, then the diagram 

lim 
ir(n,m,A) 

Ar/ MnUn) H2(I\A) 

lim 
ir(n,m,B) 

Br//Vn(B *) > H2(T,B) 

is commutative where the horizontal isomorphisms are each defined with respect  
to the same sequence {an} and the vertical maps are the natural maps induced 
bv_ <J). // 

Applying this lemma to the situation of Proposition 4, we find 
Proposition 5: f 
RK*0 if and only if Im(H2(r,U(K )") + H2( T ,KooX) )*( Q p/ lp)r where the  
cohomology map f is induced by the natural inclusion UCKoo)"̂  KaX»// 

We note that the equivalence of Proposition 5 was first observed by 
Iwasawa using a beautiful but more complicated argument (1, §28), (also see 
(4), (5)). 

The homomorphism f factors through H2(r,KooX~) and the natural map 
H2(r,KooX") + H2(r,KooX) has kernel and cokernel killed by 2 (it is an 
isomorphism for p*2.). Hence Im( f )-((£p/#p)r precisely when Im(g)~ (Qp/ Zp)r 
where g is the T-cohomology map induced by the inclusion UCKoo)""** KOOX". The 
advantage of working with the map g rather than f is that, as we next explain, 
g appears naturally in an exact sequence of r-cohomology groups. 

Define the ring 0(n,p) = {a€ Kn lord a > 0 V -jp / p} and let 8(n) = 
{ag-Kn |ord a > 0 V'p }, the ring of integers of Kn. Let P(n,p) denote the 
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group of principal 6(n,p)-ideals and P(n) the group of principal 6(n)-ideals. 
Then we have exact sequences of Gn-modules 
(i) 1 > U(Kn)" + Kn a 

> P(n,p)w > 1 
> a6(n,p) 

and 
(ii) 1 * y(Kn) + Knx" + P(n)!-J -> 1 

a •> a0(n) 
For n=°°, the map g appears in the r-cohomology sequence associated to (i) and 
exactness yields Im(g) - ker (H2(r,KooX) H2( Y ,P(~,p)1""J). The natural map 
h factors through H2(T, P(~)1~J) and since #(Hi( T ,y( Koo))) = 1 or 2 (Vi>l), 
the exactness of the r-cohomology sequence associated to (ii) tells us that 
ker(h) - (&p/2Lp)r precisely if the natural cohomology map 
H2(r,p(«>)l-J) -* H2 (T, P(°°, p)1_J) has kernel isomorphic to (fflp/2:p)r. 
Recalling the lemma preceeding Proposition 5 and the assertion of Proposition 
5, we therefore find 
Proposition 6: 
Let lim (P(«>)l-J)r ////n( (P(~)1'~J)rn) > 

iT(n,m7P(00)1"J) 
lim (P(°° ,p)̂ ""̂ )̂ //\/n ((P(°°,p)̂ ""̂ )̂ n) signify the homomorphism induced 

by the natural surjection p(«)l-J —# P(<»y p)l""J. 
Then RK * 0 if and only if Ker (*F) = ( (D. p/ 1L p)r.// 

Our reason for having passed back to direct limits is that we find it 
more natural to describe the kernel of ¥ than the kernel of the corresponding 
map of r-cohomology groups. On the otherhand, while the preceeding discussion 
could have been carried out without mentioning Galois cohomology (i.e. always 
working with limits), the author believes that the cohomology makes things 
more natural and suggests possible interpretations of Gross1 conjecture in 
tenns of group extensions or division algebras. 

Let I signify the set of places of which lie above p and split in K. 
It is a finite set with r elements. Let h denote the class number of K. If 
f\tl with 0(K)=^^J, then cn.p= (^ n0(°°) is a nontrivial element of 
(P(co)l-J)r# Qne mav define b to be the smallest non-negative integer 

F 
satisfying 

<?,f i /Vb +n ((P(~)W)rVn) for all n>0. r n r 
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If n>bp , define 
£p,n = (ai)i>n e ^ ((PĈ )1̂ ) )/ /ViCCPC»)1̂) *) 

irCi.j.PC-)1̂ ) 

pi-n r> 
at =cip mod Ä/± ((P(~)1_J) 1). 

—hi 4-1 m—n Then is an element of order pn Dp"1-i and if m>n>bp, then £p>mP = ep,n« 
Hence, letting n run over all n>b , the EG n generate a group <EB N> -
(&p/iZp). Note that while the definition of Cî  , and hence of SP̂ N* depends 
on a choice of which prime dividing p is called ^ , the group ĜP̂ n̂  ̂ s 
independent of this choice. Moreover, since P. divides p, <EP>N> is a subgroup 
of kerC )̂. Let <EP>N|n>bp, Pe I> denote the group generated by the £p>n as P 
runs over I. -It is a subgroup of finite index in ker(¥) as may be seen from 
the exactness of the r-cohoraology sequences attached to (i) and (ii). We 
therefore have 

Proposition 7: 

RK*0 if and only if <e^n\ N>BP » PFEI> - ( 01 p/ 1 p)r-// 

The author hopes to give an account in a subsequent paper of what Proposition 
7 tells us about what a contradiction to Gross' conjecture would imply. In 
particular, a contradiction to ^E^n | n>bp, ji£l> - ($p/£p)r allows the 
construction of a non-basic ~IL p-extension and makes one think of Leopoldt's 
conjecture. 

by 

Leslie Jane Federer 
Department of Mathematics 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078 
U.S.A. 
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